Ferrari - 208 GT4 Dino - 1976
Preis
Baujahr
Kilometerstand
Zahl der Sitze
Antrieb
Losnummer

USD 55 009
EUR 49 500 (listed)
1976
70 000 km /
43 496 mi
2
Zweirad

Lenkung

Links

Zustand

Gebraucht

Standort
Kraftstoff

Benzin

Außenfarbe

Sonstige

Automobiltyp

Sonstige

25260595

Beschreibung
This classic car is for auction at online auction platform Catawiki. Please click here to place a bid an
to find more information about this. The Dino 208 GT4 was produced the first time in 1975, up to
1980. 840 copies were made and the chassis numbers began with the 08830 to end with 15596. This
is the only Ferrari designed by Bertone from unmistakable and fascinating aerodynamic lines.The
Dino 208 GT4 engine is a small technical masterpiece, remaining the smallest V8 ever produced in
series and showing an incredible power for the engine. He always kept it in a dry close space with
rigorous maintenance. The bodywork of the rare Dino Red colour is lovely and shiny, without
scratches or rust and the bottom is intact as well. The sports interior is in creamy-coloured leather
and fabric, original and well preserved, as well as dashboard, steering wheel, headlining.The
incredible 1,980 cc gasoline engine, with 4-speed manual transmission runs fine as well as all the
mechanics. Looking at the photos available it's obvious how this Ferrari, more than 40 years old, is in
a great shape and very well maintained, a real collector’s item not to be missed. The car can be
viewed/tested and picked up in Controguerra (TE), Italy. We will take care of the administrative
procedures and documents also for the export, and we can also arrange the transport.
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Catawiki

Titel Herr
Vorname Norbert
Nachname Freiberg
Noordersingel 33
9401 JWAssen
Niederlande
Telefonnummer +49-15290043144
https://www.catawiki.com/c/423-classiccars
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